Phillip Jeffries’s
Quartz wallcovering,
made of mica
shavings, catches
the light.

Kitchen
Kohler’s Stages
sink is 45″ long
and 9½″ deep to
accommodate
large pots and
pans.

Caesarstone
countertops in
Organic White are
durable and easy
to clean.
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This cabinet
slides out and
functions as an
appliance
garage.

Lighting and music
are controlled
through an
Apple iPad set
into the cabinetry.

The dazzling
backsplash is
composed of Black
and Silver Iridized
Chrysalis tiles
by Ann Sacks.
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The ceiling and the
floor are painted in
Valspar Reserve
Ultra White to
contrast with the
dark cabinetry and
reflect light.

Black Harlowe
cabinetry by
KraftMaid
sets a
sophisticated
tone.

For the San Francisco Decorator
Showcase, designer Steven Miller creates
a dramatic space for entertaining.
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Whirlpool’s 4-door
refrigerator in Black
Ice features a
convenient drawer
for quick access to
everyday items.

The SteamClean
option in the
Whirlpool Gold
wall oven makes
spills disappear.
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Lef t: The slim profile of the Whirlpool
Gold 36″ gas cooktop makes it possible to
double the oven capacity below
with a pair of Whirlpool Gold wall ovens.
Above: Words laser-engraved on the
Peruvian walnut shelves, all by the
Grothouse Lumber Company, clearly label
where things belong in the glass-fronted
cabinets. Tableware by Williams-Sonoma.

Christine Pit tel: Wow! Did the invitation
specify black tie? This is so elegant.
Steven miller: And dark and sexy. Black
makes you feel glamorous, and this kitchen
is built for entertaining. It’s part of a series
of rooms, including the family room and a
deck, where you can listen to music and sip
a cocktail and prepare an amazing meal.
Black seems like such a bold move.
But it’s not that radical. When I’m showing
images on my iPad, I always choose a black
background because things show much better against it. The same principle applies to
people and food—they all pop against black.
How did you get the cabinets to look like
melted chocolate?
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KraftMaid has this special satin finish
that catches the light, so you notice all the
details of the raised panels and moldings on
the doors. It’s a traditional style, but it has a
new sophistication in black.
And then you found black appliances to
match. Who makes them?
Whirlpool. They offer a complete collection
in black, so I could get that integrated look.
The layout conforms to the classic kitchen
triangle of sink, refrigerator, and stove,
but you still need a focal point. I decided it
would be the stove and I wanted to give it
this warm, hearth-like setting. So I took
Whirlpool’s largest gas cooktop and put two
wall ovens underneath it, to beef it up and

give it more presence. Then we framed the
whole thing with glass-fronted cabinets.
That black backsplash would be right at home
in a Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers movie.
It’s interesting you should say that, because
this house was built during their heyday.
I love the hint of retro glamour that comes
with the dramatic herringbone pattern and
the reflective quality of the glass tile. The
pattern is made up of alternating tiles in
matte black and opalescent glass, which
reads as silver when the light hits it a certain way. It makes the backsplash sparkle.
I picked the mica wallpaper because it has
a similar effect. I love that play of light. It
adds to the elegance of the room.

A pull-out
appliance garage
holds bulky items
to free up space
on the countertop.

It’s all in the

Deta i ls

Quartz crystals add a
little sparkle to CSL’s LED
tape lights on this
sculptural ceiling fixture
by Christopher Boots and
Steven Miller, through
the NWBLK gallery.

Store cold drinks or
snacks—whatever you use
most frequently—in the
handy refrigerator drawer.
Pop-out outlets from
Legrand can be
customized in various
colors and materials.

The integrated drainboard by
the Grothouse Lumber
Company is routed to let water
run into Kohler’s Poise sink.
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the ultimate blend of

Indoors and Out

1. Herbs are planted in
the base of the solariumstyle window. The Stages
sink is paired with a
Hi-Rise bridge faucet,
both by Kohler. Artworks
by Jenifer Kent. 2 . A
steel-mesh art piece by
Luis Pons accents the bar
area. 3. A moonlike Blaine
pendant from Hudson
Valley Lighting illuminates
the family room.
Furniture from NWBLK. 
4. Out on the deck, a
heated cast-stone sofa is
comfortable even on a
chilly night. Sofa and chair
from NWBLK. Assorted
stools by Made Goods
offer extra seating.

Dining outdoors can be more
formal. Kimberly chairs from
Made Goods encircle a Container
table from Moooi. The Sanctuary
pendant by Troy Lighting almost
vanishes into the trees. St yled

by Roderick Hipskind. For more
details, see Resources

